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About This Game

Dodge Diego is a side-scrolling adventure jump and run where you play Diego, a young man on a mission. You will follow
Diego on his journey through a jungle full of enemies and other dangers. Skeletons and scary monsters will try to stop you, but

you will prove that you truly are the toughest of the jungle, or will you?

The soundtrack composed by Eric Skiff will motivate you to improve your highscore over and over again.

How far can you go?
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Publisher:
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pese a que espere por mucho tiempo a que mejorara, pero al ver que esto no paso.
mucho tiempo tienes que meterle para ver que no prograsas nada.

50% NEGRO. A smart bullet-hell/shoot 'em up. A must buy for Ikaruga fans!. Going back to the old days of having to beat a
game in 1 sitting, Halloween Forever takes the beautiful memories of beating a game in 1 sitting and applies them to an updated
NES game. Pixel graphics, 8-Bit soundtrack and amazing and very responsive controls have me constantly playing this game and
never feeling as though the game is unfair at times. I highly recommend this game if you're into the good ol days of hard-yet-
rewarding platformers or want to take on a fresh new game.. I love this game. The Single player is a blast! I feel it reminds me
of total war with the turn-based system. Your goal is to capture certain facilities on the map that bring in certain resources or
other support needs. (Spare parts, fuel, ammo, airbase, radar, etc.) except much more simplifed and obviously in a different
universe with tanks, aircraft and infantry!

The Single player USA campaign is awesome! Going from battlefield to battlefield conquering the airbases, fuel depots, radar
stations and defending them is fun.

The unit variety is quit nice also that makes the game more interesting- MBT-70, Abrams, M60, all sorts of anti-tank missile
vehicles, its just awesome to see how they work, have proper armor values and realstic armor system on all the vehicles.

Its 5 dollars! A great deal for a game you will get 20-40 hours of out in just one campaign!

Great game, I wish the multiplayer had co-op campaign and the multiplayer to be functional as doing it over virtual netowrking
is pretty laggy and boring.

The graphics are also not fantastic, but if you have played blitzkreg or honestly don't care, it works for anyone.

Great game for any RTS\/RTT gamer!. No Joystick Support??. This is♥♥♥♥♥♥. Why do I have this?!?. Ignore the seemingly
generous price point* of Black Ink, it's simply missing too many key features to be seriously considered as a competitive art
application. I've rarely seen this software updated in 3 years of ownership so I'm not holding my breath that any missing features
will be added.

Tablet functionality is pretty lacking with an Intuos 4. Beyond the basic pen functions, there's no real advanced functionality
available. Forget about dynamic zoom or adjusting brush size on the fly.

Whilst a GPU accelerated art application soley focused on digital art is a novel idea, you'll be infinitely better served by the
usual Photoshop, Corel Painter or even Manga Studio. From a professional standing, Black Ink just isn't powerful or robust
enough to compete with these packages. I wouldn't even recommend it for a casual/hobbyist user.

*It's worth noting that when Black Ink first hit Steam in 2013, it was supposed to be ~£70, with the current price being an early-
access special. At some point that original price was dropped.
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What you have hear ladys and Gents, is a super stylized Turned based roguelike. So with that you know to expect to
play/die/learn/repeat. This game oozes with so much charm and humor, awesome unique mechanics, while still being super
accessible to people that arent hardcore Turn based roguelike fans (looking at you Tome) Very rad funky soundtrack, tons of
replayability and devs that are just so amazing and wear their heart on their sleeve to top it all off. WHAT ARE YOU
WAITING FOR !. if you want to try CotN, dont. do Caesar3. cant change seated position so i had to stand. graphics suck. all by
guns were going off and i wasnt pulling the trigers. controls in general are horrible. pretty sure a 5yr old made this game. Really
nice if you just want to chill out for a short period of time. I can't run ABZU on my surface, but this is really good for squeezing
a game in. Short and sweet, with a lot of polish.. This game ranges from a little bit tough to incredibly easy (with mana regen). I
played the original Enchanted Cave and the web browser version of Enchanted Cave 2, and I'm happy to support the developer
with a few of my dollars for all the hours of entertainment these games have given me. The Enchanted Cave is not perfect, but
it's worth the price. Combat is really simple and repetitive, and there's not much to the story, but it is somehow so easy to spend
hours and hours playing this game. I've payed much more for games I've enjoyed much less.. The memories ahhhhh. good game
when your bored. Nice litte fair priced casual game with good support.
I first gave a negative review because of a "feature" that turned out to be an assumed bug.
(see below)

--------
This game could be funny if bagging wasn't so stupid. Heavy products have to be packed under lighter products, but as soon as
an item is dragged to one of the 5 possible places inside the bag it's stucked there and cannot be moved.
You put two medium weights in the middle of the bag (to leave place for lighter ones) and then you get three heavy products.
Well, too bad! Your products will be crushed.
It doesn't help that I can switch products AFTER they've been crushed. The customer is complaining anyway.

It could have been coded better very easily:
- stick products to their place not before releasing the mouse button
- let me switch them inside the bag BEFORE I have to put in a heavy one
- show the cart with all products, so bagging can be planned
- let me leave products on the desk so I can pack them at the end
--------

*edit
Thank you for answering my review.
I think it is a bug that happens only with seasonal products. In addition to that the customer says: "It's ok. I'm not in a rush.", but
I'm playing on easy so time should not be a reason.
I'm hoping that this will be fixed soon. Or maybe disappears after christmas season?

Anyway... alone for the quick and pleasant reply I changed my review to positiv.. I really liked the first game, Hidden Roses of
Athena, so naturally I wanted to play the sequel. Unfortunately, as echoed by other users, this game did not work for me. Steam
did not try to resolve the issue and I contacted customer service twice about it and made a post on the community hub. There
was no resolution attempt or even acknowledgement on Steam's end, rendering me unable to play this in any capacity. Left with
no other option, I had to get a refund. Would be excellent if this game worked for everybody.

Sankaku Renai: Love Triangle Trouble SANKAKU RENAI: LOVE TRIANGLE TROUBLE RELEASED!:
It's finally here!
Sankaku Renai: Love Triangle Trouble is finally out today! (*•̀ᴗ•́*)و ̑̑
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https://store.steampowered.com/app/1009450/Sankaku_Renai_Love_Triangle_Trouble/

Get yourself that 10% earlybird discount! Ｏ(≧▽≦)Ｏ

Follow us on our social media to get faster information on our next upcoming games!

TWITTER: https://twitter.com/NekoNyanSoft
FACEBOOK: https://www.facebook.com/NekoNyanSoft/
WEBSITE: https://nekonyansoft.com/. "SANKAKU RENAI: LOVE TRIANGLE TROUBLE" STORE PAGE LIVE:
We are happy to announce that the store page for our next game Sankaku Renai: Love Triangle Trouble is online now!
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The game will be released in 3 weeks on the 31st of May!
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https://store.steampowered.com/app/1009450/Sankaku_Renai_Love_Triangle_Trouble/

We hope you are as excited as us about it!
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